
Stone Color Properties

Amazonite Bluish Green
Promotes openness, truth and trust. when held to the third
eye, it unlocks “starlight vision” the ability to see past
present and future. clairvoyant visions.

Amber Clear Yellow A gentle stone, helps wearer to become calm and mellow.

Amethyst Purple
Helps rid one-self of addictions to drinking drugs, smoking,
food and worry. Brings wisdom, spirituality and inner peace.
Increase psychic abilities with this stone.

Apache Tear Clear Black
Absorbs negativity. Good for any one working in a stressful
job. Dries tears and bad memories from the past and present.
Protection.

Properties of Stones

Because crystals store energy, I recommend cleansing your crystals and stones after receiving them.

Cleansing allows the crystals to become attuned to your energies. The best way to clear your crystals is

what feels right to you. The most common practice is running water over them for a short while and then

leaving them in the sun for a day, and then in the light of a full moon for a night. You can also bury them

in sea salt for 24 hours. Crystals can be aids in uplifting ourselves, but they will not do the work for us.

Each person must make an individual commitment to raising one’s own consciousness. The most

important use of crystals is the opening of your spiritual awareness. God Bless!



Adventurine Green Aids in releasing anxiety and fear. Has a calming and soothing
effect positive attitude and growth. Emotional tranquility.

Azurite
Blue, Ball
Shaped

Promotes psychic experiences, awareness and dreams. Clear
understanding, cleansing, healing, patience, kindness,
prophecy and truth. Use in hypnosis.

Black Obsidian Solid Black
Great for moody people. Helps to cool tempers. Use for inner
growth and introspection. Grounds spiritual energy into the
physical plane.

Black Onyx Solid Black Increased vigor, strength and stamina. Gives you balance in
your life.

Bloodstone
Green with 
Red Flecks

The great purifier. Removes emotional and physical
blockages. Releases mental pain. Brings abundance and
generosity and enhances organization.

Blue Lace Agate
Blue with 
White Lines

Makes us more easygoing and is associated with smooth
energy flow, hope, harmony, optimism, joy, truth, purification
and promptness.

Blue Quartz Brilliant Blue
Will help you to speak with and receive information from
spiritual masters. When placed on the third-eye, it can
stimulate mental clarity and activate psychic abilities.

Blue Topaz
Translucent
Blue

When worn, it relieves depression, anger, fear and greed.
Wearing a topaz draws love and it helps to clearly verbalize
what we desire to communicate.

A very powerful stone bringing protection and abundance,



Botswana Agate Cloudy Blue 
& Brown

fertility and sensitivity and artistic expression. Helps to
overcome bitterness.

Calcite Green
Alleviates fear and reduces stress. It is a mental healer, good
for anyone attending school. Will help deepen intellect,
wisdom, psychic abilities and channeling.

Calcite Orange
Recommended for those in the healing professions. Use to
focus concentration. Good to have during any intellectual
pursuit.

Carnelian Polished Orange Protects against envy, fear and rage. Used for infertility and
impotence, past life recall, emotional warmth and happiness.

Celestite
Celestite
Powder Blue

Reduces stress, is relaxing and brings peace of mind. Aids
personal creative expression and clear speech.

Chrysocolla Teal
Eases nervous tension. The ideal stone to use for feminine
problems. Use to develop the virtues of kindness, patience,
compassion and humility.

Citrine
Polished 
Yellow

Good for people who are overly sensitive to outside energies
and influences. Creativity, abundance, clear thought, earthly
pleasure and confidence.

Crystal Clear

Will amplify the effects of all other stones. Will store, amplify
and transmit energy. Use in meditation and healing for
greater self-control and more inner-peace. Best used with a
clear mind and an open heart.

Fluorite Clear Blue

Calms the emotions. Purple increases mystic visions. Yellow
nurtures wisdom, knowledge and intelligence. White builds
purity of spirit. All colors help us to remember better & give



us greater concentration. Use as a psychic shield.

Garnet Clear, Dark Red
A very grounding protective stone associated with attracting
love and sensuality. Sleeping with it helps you remember
your dreams and protects against nightmares.

Moss Agate Green
Carry to make new friends. Powerful healer. Worn to relieve
stiff neck. Good for grounding physical energies. Use for
business success.

Green Quartz
Polished 
Green

Works with opening and stabilizing the heart chakra.
Promotes intuitive abilities about love. Use to increase
money and stimulate creativity.

Hematite Silvery Grey
Very grounding and protective. Helps dispel negativity.
Improves self-esteem, promotes inner love, gentleness,
friendliness and increases resistance to stress.

Jade Dull Green
Brings serenity, wisdom and longevity. Soothes the eyes and
emotions. Helps find tranquility, peace, balance and great
knowledge. Brings healing abilities.

Jasper Red
Good for people who have a hard time finishing tasks and
people who have disorganized and scattered thoughts.
Energizes solar plexus and lower chakras.

Kunzite
Clear, 
Pale Pink

Promotes inner love, gentleness, friendliness and self-
discipline.

Lapis Lazuli
Blue with 
Gold Flecks

Opens us up to psychic experiences. Associated with self-
confidence, tranquility and positive magic. Great for the self-
employed.



Leopardskin
Grey with 
Spots

Strengthens one’s will to do good and is a great means of
channeling positive energy. A good, slow, steady, healing
stone.

Lepidolite Light Lavender
Relieves stress, soothes anger and hatred. Rids negative
emotions and is calming. Helps give restful sleep. Aids
hyperactivity.

Malachite
Dark Green with
Lines

The healing stone. Draws out negativity and removes mental
blocks. Associated with loyalty, healing dreams, emotional
maturity and protection.

Mexican Crazy Lace
Agate

Mixed Colors
with Lace

Once worn by warriors for victory in battle. Used as a guard
against the evil eye. Restores bodily energy and eases stress.

Moonstone Milky Colors
Moon energy power. Good for PMS and helps put emotions in
proper perspective. Good for meditation and for people with
mood swings. Calming.

Mother of Pearl
Cream Pearl
Shell

Gives a peaceful and serene energy. Brings greater honesty
and integrity. Helps us concentrate and focus our energy.

Peridot
Translucent
Green

Eases spiritual fears. Good for clairvoyants and clear minded
people. Helps heal bruised egos by lessening anger and
jealousy. Good for job burnout.

Petrified Wood Wood Colored
Millions of years old and is grounding. Use to recall past
lifetimes. Carry as a protective amulet. Use as an elixir to
stimulate thickness and luster of your hair.



Picture Jasper Brown Scenic
Lines

Helps you find stability and balance. Said to boost the
immune system. Helps break the habit of smoking. Helps
reveal hidden stumbling blocks.

Pyrite Gold
Scatters negative energy. Eases anxiety, depression,
frustration and false hopes. Positive growth and change for
the better. When carried, it brings luck.

Rhodochrosite
Banded, Light to
Deep Pink

Helps us to develop kindness and compassion. A powerful
healer for those attuned to this stone. Inspires forgiveness
and self-love.

Rhodonite
Medium Pink
with Grey 
Spots

Brings self-confidence and inner growth. Helps us to reach
our full potential. Strengthens immunity and improves
memory.

Rose Quartz
Translucent
Pink

The love stone. Enhances all forms of love. Aids in the
development of compassion and forgiveness. Heals
emotional wounds of the heart.

Rutulated Quartz
Clear with 
Gold Rutile

Promotes determination and self-control. Good for those
who have difficulty making decisions. Activates will-power.

Smokey Quartz Smokey Grey
Promotes serenity, calmness and positive thought. Good for
calming fears and soothing nerves. A grounding and
protecting stone, increases self-esteem.

Snowflake Obsidian
Black with
White
Snowflakes

An extremely protective stone, particularly for sensitive
people. Keeps us balanced during times of change.

Sodalite
Dark Blue 
with White

This is a throat stone. Aids communication and self-
expression. Eases subconscious fear and guilt. Self-
development and stabilizing.



Strawberry Quartz
Rose with Black
Lines

Used in Atlantis and Limuria in healing ceremonies. Simulates
the energy of the heart center, filling one with a feeling of
total love.

Suglite Dark Purple
Assists the very empathic and kindhearted souls to retain
their true vision and to remain unhurt by shocks and
disappointments. Enhances channeling abilities.

Tiger Eye Golden Brown Enhances protection, personal empowerment and will power.
Promotes wealth and money. Helps to soften stubbornness.

Tiger Eye Reddish Brown
Makes one aware of the needs of self and others. Draws
helpful people to the wearer. Promotes money and
protection, grounding energy of earth.

Tourmalinated
Quartz

Clear Quartz
with Tourmaline

Breaks habits that get in the way of our progress. Balances
and unites conscious and subconscious.

Tourmaline Black
This is a strong protection stone. Raises the vibration of
everything around it. Deflects negative energies and will
neutralize one’s own negative feelings.

Tourmaline Pink A giver of love. Creates joy and enthusiasm for life.

Tourmaline Green Has healing and rejuvenating qualities. Use with the heart
chakra.

Light Blue with Reminder of our spiritual nature. Helps communication,



Turquoise Black Lines protection and encourages positive thinking. Use in medicine
wheel ceremonies.

Unakite
Green with 
Pink

Enables one totally take charge of one’s life. Helps protect
personal power and fosters a sense that one is guardian of
one’s own fate.

Yellow Jasper Deep Yellow
Worn by Shaman to provide protection. Used to assist and
protect during times of travel. Use to lessen sorrow and
regret, and to stabilize the aura.


